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ABSTRACT 
Colored graphs are enumerated by an application of P61ya's counting theorem. The 
cycle indices of the appropriate permutation groups are determined by use of a slightly 
generalized version of P61ya's composition theorem. The counting theorem, as well 
as the product and composition of permutation groups, is reviewed in our notation. 
1. PRELIMINARIES. A graph G consists of a finite set P of points along 
with a set L of two element subsets of P, the lines of G. Two points p, q of 
G are adjacent just if {p, q} is a line of G. Two graphs are isomorphic if 
and only if there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween their point-sets which 
preserves the adjacency relation. A colored graph consists of an ordinary 
graph G, say with point set P, along with an equivalence relation C on P 
such that no equivalent pair of points is adjacent. The equivalence classes 
of P which are induced by C can be thought of as the colors, and C is 
called the color relation. Two colored graphs are isomorphic if there is a 
1-1 correspondence b tween their point sets which preserves both the 
adjacency relation and the color relation. It should be noted that the 
"colors" do not have fixed identities independent of the structure of the 
graph. Instead, the "colors" are interchangeable for purposes of colored 
graph equivalence. 
2. THE CYCLE INDEX AND POLYA'S THEOREM. An extension of the 
ordinary cycle index of a permutation group to accommodate distinct 
object sets was introduced by Pdlya [5, p. 174], but has seen little use since. 
In order to express the definition, we need several distinct sets of indeter- 
minates indexed by the natural numbers, as {a 1 , a2, aa .... }, {bl, b2, b3 ,...}, 
etc. These are viewed as elements of the ring R = Q[al, a2 ..... bl, b2 .... ], 
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and occasionally as elements of the quotient field of R. Here Q is the ring 
of rational numbers. Later we shall assume that R contains additional 
indeterminates x, y, z ..... 
Let T, W be finite sets and G a permutation group on T u W such that 
T and W are unions of orbits of G (i.e., all the elements of G map T to T, 
W to W). Then the cycle index ZT.w(G) of G over T, W is an element of R, 
defined by 
1 a~gib~g i Zr.w(G) -- ] a I y~ 1-[ " 9 (1) 
g~G 
Here ] G [ is the order of G, and, for each g and i, a( g, i) and/3( g, i) are the 
numbers of cycles of length i which g induces in T and W, respectively. The 
monomial in (1) which corresponds to an element g of G is called the 
cycle type of g. 
The generalization of the cycle index to more than two object sets is 
clear, as is the restriction to just one object set. In the latter case we write 
just Z(G) for the cycle index when the object set is clear from the context. 
Sometimes it is convenient to view a particular group as a permutation 
group on various object sets, and instead of naming each of these permu- 
tation groups separately we simply indicate the object sets involved. For 
example the symmetric group on p points is denoted by S~ ; let P stand for 
the points, and L for the two element subsets of P. Then the cycle index 
of S~ as a permutation group on P is written Z(Sp). Viewed as a permuta- 
tion group over L its cycle index is ZL(S~,); but over P tA L its cycle index 
becomes Z~.L(S~) if the distinction between point cycles and line cycles is 
to be maintained. Otherwise ZeuL(S~) would be sufficient. 
If a,/3 are functions from the natural numbers into R they determine 
an endomorphism of R by sending al to c~(1), a2 to a(2) ..... b 1 to fl(1), 
b2 to fl(2) ..... and leaving fixed every element of R which does not involve 
one of the ai's or bi's. For any Y ~ R the image of Y under this endomor- 
phism is written Y[ai--+ ~(i); bi-+/3(0]. This notation extends naturally 
in case more than two sets of variables are involved. 
Let R be a set offigures, and let k be a map from R to the non-negative 
integers N such that for each i ~ N the number 
fi = card{atacR&k(a)  =i}  
is finite. The value k(a) is called the content of a, and the generating 
functionf(x) = ~.i~Nf~x ~ is thefigure counting series. Let D be a finite set, 
the domain, and G a permutation group on D, the domah7 group. The 
content map k is extended to R D by setting 
k(~) = Y~ k(~(d)) 
d6D 
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for all ~ s R". Elements ~, ~ ~ R ~ are to be considered G-equivalent just if 
there is a permutation g E G such that ~(g(d)) : ~(d) for all d s D. Then 
G-equivalence is an equivalence r lation which respects the function k on 
R D. The G-equivalence lasses of R ~ are called configurations. Let C be the 
set of configurations and C(x) the configuration counting series which 
corresponds to the extended content function k. Then P61ya's counting 
theorem [6, p. 163] asserts 
C(x) = Z(G)[ai -+.f (x~)]. (2) 
Graphs of various kinds can often be identified with configurations from 
some domain group into the two element figure set R = {line, no line}. 
If the number of lines is to be an enumeration parameter, a suitable 
content function would assign the content 1 to "line" and 0 to "no line", 
so that f (x)  = 1 + x. Otherwise it is sufficient to assign content 0 to both 
possibilities, and f (x )= 2. The domain group reflects the notion of 
graphic equivalence which is applicable. The trick to making use of (2) to 
enumerate a particular kind of graph is in finding the cycle index of the 
appropriate domain group. 
3. COMPUTING CYCLE INDICES. AS a starting point, the cycle index of 
the symmetric group on p points is given by the well-known formula 
z(s ) = y ,  I ]  
i <~ ~ 
where the summation is over all p-tuples (nl, n2 ..... n~) of non-negative 
integers such that Zi<~ ini = p (see Redfield [7, p. 439] for a proof). 
Given the cycle type I-Ia'~' of a permutation g on a set P of points we can 
find the cycle type 1--[b~.' of the permutation which g induces on the set L 
of two element subsets of P. We call IJb~.' the line cycle type of g. A 
specific formula for the line cycle type in terms of the point cycle type is 
provided by (10) of [1]. Symbolically we write p(I-Ia~') for the product of 
the point cycle type with the corresponding line cycle type. If M is a 
monomial of R which is free of ai's then we set p(M[Ia~') -- Mp(l--[a~') 
and extend p to R by linearity. Thus we have 
- (3) 
For a specific example take p = 4. Then 
Z(S4) = ~a l  4 + 88 + 1a2~ + 89 q- la4 
and 
Ze.L(S4) = ~a14bl 6+ 1~ ~, h ~h ~ !~, 2~ 2~ 2 ~"1 "2u1 u2 I !- 8~2 u1 v2 ~1 89 ~ + 88 
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A useful combination of two permutation groups is the direct sum, 
formerly called the direct product by P61ya [6], which acts on the union 
of the object sets. I f  G is a permutation group on D, H is a permutation 
group on E, and D & E = ;~, then an element g + h of the direct sum 
G + H is the permutation on D w E which is determined by the rule 
(g + h)( i )= t g(i) if i~D 
th(i) if i cE .  
Intuitively, the direct sum consists of independent permutations on D and 
E by elements of G and H, respectively. Suppose now that D = A w B, 
E= XU Y, AnB= Xn Y= ;~, A and Bareun ions  of orbits of G, 
and X and Y are unions of orbits of H. Then each of A, B, X, and Y is a 
union of orbits of G + H. To generalize an observation [6, p. 177] of 
P61ya's lightly, we have 
ZAux,Bv~r(G + H) = Za.~(a) " Zx.r(H). (4) 
Another useful operation on permutation groups is the composition, 
or "wreath product". I f  G is a permutation group on D and H is a permu- 
tation group on E then G[H], the composition, is a permutation group 
on D x E. The elements of G[H] correspond to the elements of G • H D, 
and are viewed as permutations on D / E as follows. If (d, e) E D / E 
and(g , r )  eG•  H Dthen 
(g, r)(d, e) = (g(d), (r(d))(e)). 
One may think of G[H] as a group on several copies of E, one for each 
element of D. The entire copies of E are permuted according to the action 
of G, and each copy of E is permuted independently according to the 
action of H. 
If  E is partitioned by X and Y so that each of X, Y is a union of orbits 
of H, then each of D • X, D • Y is a union of orbits of G[H]. The 
composition theorem of P61ya [6, p. 180] generalizes to 
ZD•215 = Z(G)[a: -+ Zx, v(H)[aj ~ a:; ; b; -~ bij]]. (5) 
The right-hand side of (5) is abbreviated Z(G)[Zx.r(H)]. P61ya's proof for 
his composition theorem is readily adapted to proving (5); this involves 
using a generalization of his counting theorem [6, p. 174]. 
Let P be a finite set and C an equivalence relation on P. Then the 
equivalence type of C is the sequence 07i, nz ,..., nk) where n~ is the number 
of C-equivalence classes in P which have cardinality i, and k is the greatest 
cardinality of a C-equivalence class in P. It is clear that two finite equiva- 
lence relations are isomorphic just if they have the same equivalence type. 
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We use Greek letters for finite sequences of non-negative integers which 
terminate with a non-zero number. If v is such a sequence then k(v) 
denotes its length and v(i) its i-th number for i <~ k(v). Let 
c(v) = ~ v(i) 
i~k(v) 
and 
p(v) = ~, iv(i). 
i <~ k(v) 
If a colored graph has a color relation of type v then it will contain 
exactly p(v) points and be colored by c(v) different colors. 
For each sequence v let E(v) be an equivalence relation of type v. Let 
K(v) be the automorphism group of E(O, that is, the group of permutations 
of the field of E(v) which preserve the equivalence r lation. This amounts 
to saying that an element of K(v) must map every equivalence class to one 
of the same cardinality. Thus the v(i) equivalence classes of cardinality 
i may be permuted among themselves at will, that is, according to Sin) 9 
Within any of these equivalence classes the elements may again be 
permuted at will, that is, according to S~. Let us fix v and denote the field 
of E(v) by P, and the union of the equivalence classes of cardinality i by 
P~. Then K(v) restricted to P~ is just identical, as a permutation group, to 
Sv(i) [Si], Moreover an element of K(v) consists of a series of independent 
automorphisms of P1 ..... Pk(~) and so 
K(v) ~ Sv(1)[Sx] - - "'" q- S~(k(,,))[Sk(,)]. 
Let U denote the unordered pairs of equivalent points, and let U~ consist of 
those which are pairs from P~, for i = 1 ..... k(v). Then U consists of those 
pairs of points which cannot be lines of a colored graph which has E(v) 
as its color relation. In that sense the pairs in U are "unwanted.". Clearly 
P = ~ P i  and U = (,J Ui. 
i~k(v) i~k(v) 
We can view S~ as acting on not only an equivalence class of cardinality i, 
but also the point pairs from this class. Thus from (3) and (5) 
Zpi ,u t (K(12) )  = Z(Sv( i ) ) [DZ(S i ) ] ,  
and by (4) 
Zp.v(K(v)) = ~I Z(Sv(i))[pZ(Si)]. (6) 
i <~ k(v) 
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Let L denote all of the point pairs of P and A -- L -- U. The pairs in A are 
the ones which we think of as being "allowed," for A consists of all the 
pairs which might be lines of a colored graph which has E(v) as its color 
relation. Then 
and 
z,.,~, v(K(.))  = p(Ze, v(K(.))[b~ ~ c~]), 
Z~,A(K(.)) = Z,~ ~,dK(.))[c,. ~ bFq, 
(7) 
(8) 
ZA(K(v)) = Ze.a(K(v))[ai --+ 1; b~ ~ ai]. (9) 
4. RESULTS AND EXAMPLES. In order to applyP61ya's counting theorem 
we should establish a 1-1 correspondence b tween configurations from A 
with domain group K(v) and isomorphism classes of colored graphs 
which have color partition v. This is simply a matter of checking the 
definitions. Let n(v; q) be the number of inequivalent colored graphs with 
q lines and color partition v, and n(v) the total number without regard to 
the lines. Then by virtue of (2) we have 
n(v) = Za(K(v))[ai -+ 2] (10) 
and 
Z n(v; q) z q -- ZA(K(v))[ai-+ zi]. (11) 
The chain of equations (5) to (11), along with the formula for the cycle 
index of the symmetric group and the formula for the line cycle type in 
terms of the point cycle type (equation (10) of [1]), indicate an effective 
procedure for finding n(v) and n(v; q). The methods of Harary [2, especially 
pp. 751-753] suffice for finding n(v) and n(v; q) just in case v(i) ~ 2 for 
all 2 ~ i ~ k(v). The first unsolved problem involving colored graphs 
is the case v = (0,3). We illustrate below the computation of n((0,3); q) 
for0  ~<q <~ 12. 
For each color class of two points the cycle index of the automorphism 
group is 
Z(S2) = Ial 2 -. la2. 
If we consider the action on the equivalent pairs of points (just one in this 
case for each color class) in addition to the points, the cycle index becomes 
pZ(S2) = 89 4- 89 (12) 
The three color classes are interchangeable; we have the corresponding 
cycle index 
Z(S3) = ~aa 4- lala2 4- ~a3. (13) 
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The automorphism group of an equivalence relation of type (0,3) is the 
composition $3[$2]. Applying rule (5) to (12) and (13) we obtain 
Z(S3)[pZ(S2) ] : 18a16b13 -]- ~ea14a2bl z q- ~6a12a22bl 3 -~- ~aa23bl 3 
-I- ~a12a22blb2 + ~a12a4blb2 q- ~a23blb2 (14) 
+ ~a2a4blb2 q- ~a3263 q- 1a6b3. 
The right-hand side of (14) is the cycle index Zp,v(K((0,3))). Since the 
bi's correspond to unwanted lines, we find ZA(K((0,3))) by making the 
substitution bi ~ bi -1 in (14), applying p, and then dropping the point 
cycle types. In this way the contribution due to the unwanted lines in 
cancelled from the total line cycle type, leaving the line cycle type of the 
allowed lines. Thus 
p(Ze. v(K((O, 3)))[bi ~ b~- l ] )  = 
1 ,'1 61~15/n--3 ! fl 4,,-I /~ 7]~ 4]1-3 1 ~ 2,,~ 2h 3h 6h--3 ~-8t~1 ~1 u1 -[- "~- 18a23blSb26bl 3 1 6t~i t42t/1 ~2 ~'i ~-  1~6~1 ~2 '11 ~2 u I 
+ ~a8 12az 2bl zb23/'-lb-lvl 2 -]- ~a12a4blb2b,13bllb21 -[- gla23b13b 26b-1/~-11 '-'2 
~- ~a2a4blb2643bllb21 Av !a6 32b35b-13 "~ 1a6b3b62b31" 
Performing the substitution ai --~ 1 in the right-hand side of the preceding 
equation and collecting terms, we find 
ZA(K((O, 3)))[a~ --+ bd = 1 ~12 ~-8~1 -]- 1-1eblab24 -~ 1!2626 -]- 1b12b25 
+ 88 3 + ~b34 § ~b62. 
(15) 
Finally we make the substitution bi --~ 1 § z ~ in the right-hand side of (15), 
and by (11) see that 
n((O, 3);q)z q= 1 +z+4z  2+9z  3+ 18z 4+24z  5 
+ 30z 6+24z  7+ 18z s+9z  9+4z  l~  a l+z  12. 
(16) 
According to our computation there are 30 graphs of color type (0,3) 
with 6 lines and (necessarily) 6 points. These are pictured in Figure 1. 
The dotted lines join points of the same color, while the solid lines indicate 
the graph structure. 
In Table I are displayed the values of n(v) for c(v) = 3 and p(v) <~ 9. 
These were computed using (10). The numbers n(v) take no account of the 
number of lines. Thus n((0,3)) is seen to be 144, the sum of the coefficients 
in (16). 
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FIG. 1 The 30 graphs with 6 points and 6 lines of color type (0,3). 
TABLE i 
THE NUMBERS OF GRAPHS WITH 3 COLORS AND AT MOST 9 POINTS 
p(v) v 
3 (3) 
4 (2, 1) 
5 (2,0, 1) 
5 (1, 2) 
6 (2,0,0, 1) 
6 (l, 1, 1) 
6 (0, 3) 
7 (2,0,0,0,1) 
7 (1, 1, 0, 1) 
7 (1,0, 2) 
7 (0, 2, I) 
n(O p(0 
4 
14 
3O 
51 
44 
268 
144 
68 
716 
776 
1,887 
n(O 
8 (2,0,0,0,0, 1) 100 
8 (1, 1, o, o, 1) 1,684 
8 (1, o, 1, 1) 6,170 
8 (0, 2, o, 1) 3,532 
8 (0, 1, 2) 18,800 
9 (2,0,0,0,0,0,1) 140 
9 (1, 1, O, O, O, 1) 5,636 
9 (1, 0, 1, 0, 1) 23,440 
9 (1, 0, 0, 2) 23,363 
9 (0, 2, O, O, 1) 33,019 
9 (0, 1, 1, 1) 304,554 
9 (0, 0, 3) 123,744 
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Now consider the generating function C(x, y, z) such that the coefficient 
of x~yCz q is the number of colored graphs with p points, c colors, and q 
lines. We have the obvious relation 
C(x, y, z) = E xV(~YC(~ZA(K(v))[ai ~ 1 -f- z i] 
v 
from summing (11). We may take advantage of the fact that a~ ~ 1 § z ~ 
is an endomorphism of R by summing first, then performing the substitu- 
tion; thus 
C(x, y, z )= (~ xV(~'y~'~'ZA(K(v))) [ai --+1 + z']. 
This becomes more efficient for larger values of p(v) by cutting down the 
number of separate substitutions that are made. Some economy may be 
sought in finding the sum of cycle indices. Indeed, going back to (8) and 
(9) we see that 
C(x, y, z) = (~ y~("'Zp.L.v(K(v))) [ai--+ xi; bi--+ 1 -k zi; ci--~ (1 + z i ) - I ] .  
Returning to (7) and making use of the linearity of p we have 
C(x, y, z) = 
(p (~ yC(V'Zp.u(K(l~)) ) [bi--~ (1 -I- zi)-x]))[ai-~-~xi; bi ""-~1 -~- zi]. (17) 
This cuts down the number of applications of p. 
From (6) observe that 
y~yo<~,zv,~(/((v)) = 1-I Y~ yJZ(S,)[pz(sD]. 
v i>O j>~O 
Making use of the well-known [5, p. 7] identity 
E YsZ(S,) = exp s 1 ySa j 
j>o j>o J  
and the fact that [pZ(&)] is an endomorphism of R, we find 
E 1 _ E Z,,v(K@))~ = exp ~>oE j>oJ y~aj[pZ(&)]. 
But 
1 1 ; 
i~>o -]y'as[pZ(Si)] = .~ ya, [i>~o pZ(Si)]. 
S8a/4/z-7 
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Thus 
Z Yc(~)ZP, u(K(v))= (exp Z _1 (18) 
We could substitute (18) into (17) and obtain an expression for C(x, y, z) 
which involves no summation over sequences. 
Let Ck(x, z) be the generating function for counting colored graphs 
with exactly k colors. We could compute this by virtue of the relation 
C(x, j,, z) = y, Ck(x, z) y~ 
k>~O 
and, say, (17). But when (18) is combined with (17) then the terms of order 
k in y are easy to pick out, and we see that 
C~(x, z) = 
(p ((Z(Sk) [~oPZ(Si)]) [bi--~ (1 4- z~)-l]))[al--~x~;bi--~ l 4-zi]. 
If the number of lines is not to be an enumeration parameter then we 
simply let z = 1. It is very much easier to replace 1 + z ~ by 2 to begin 
with than to set z = 1 after the substitutions are made. 
5. UNSOLVED PROBLEMS The results of this paper do not shed light 
on the problem of enumerating k-colorable graphs, that is, graphs which 
admit a coloring relation with no more than k colors. This has been 
solved [3] for k ~ 2 only, and for k ~> 3 seems to call for entirely new 
enumeration methods. 
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